
LDB100/101F Brightfield LED
White light illumination

PRECISION 
IN MOTION

Providing  at  least  10,000  hours  of  lighting,  the  LDB100/101F  from  Prior  Scientific  can  be  simply  fitted  to  the  lamphouse 

of  most  modern  microscopes  replacing  the  standard  light;  the  direct  coupling  maximising  the  amount  of  light  transmitted. 

The  Brightfield  LED  produces  minimal  amounts  of  heat  and  vibration,  reducing  disruption  during  the  imaging  process.  Highly 

intense and even light with a constant colour temperature is produced, giving illumination suitable for a wide variety of applications. 

The light produced is intense enough to be used for contrast techniques, such as phase contrast or DIC 

imaging and the intensity can be regulated manually by a supplied digipot, giving control of the level of illumination. 

The Brightfield LED has a TTL connection allowing extremely rapid switching of the light - less than 140 microseconds - so negat-

ing the need for shutters and reducing any potential vibration.  The Brightfield LED also has a flip in filter at 550 nm which reduces 

background fluorescence that may be attributed to stray light. 

 Available in two varieties, the Brightfield can be either used as a stand alone light source with its own power supply (the LDB101F) 

or controlled by Prior’s ProScan ® III control system (the LDB100F). Furthermore, Nikon users can benefit from integrating their 

Brightfield LED source into their Nikon Hub via the LDBNHUB adapter. 

Compatibility

Part number   Description

V31XYZF    ProScanTM III controller with X,Y,Z drives, three filter wheel drives and three shutter drives 

V31F    ProScanTM III controller with three drives for Z focus and two or three filter wheels; includes three shutter  

    drives

V31ADF    Supplementry module for V31 controller to add three additional filter wheels 
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Spectrum of LBD100/101F

Diagram of LBD100/101F

Ordering  information

Part number    Description

LDB100FLC    Brightfield LED for Leica microscopes for use with Prior controller

LDB101FLC    Brightfield LED for Leica microscopes with stand alone power supply

LDB100FNI    Brightfield LED for Nikon microscopes for use with Prior controller 

LDB101FNI    Brightfield LED for Nikon microscopes with stand alone power supply

LDB100FOL    Brightfield LED for Olympus microscopes for use with Prior controller

LDB101FOL    Brightfield LED for Olympus microscopes with stand alone power supply

LDB100FZS    Brightfield LED for Zeiss microscopes for use with Prior controller

LDB101FZS    Brightfield LED for Zeiss microscopes with stand alone power supply
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